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Current active noise control systems can cancel noises in a duct effectively. However, they are
insufficient for suppressing complex noise fields in time-varying rooms. This paper develops an
active noise control system that can cancel tonal noise fields produced by a primary source in a
room. The problem of tonal noise field control is formulated as estimating and canceling the out-
going field on a sphere surrounding the primary source. The proposed system limits the energy of
the primary source radiating out of the sphere, thereby creating a global quiet zone inside the
room. In addition, it removes the need for online secondary path estimation with reduced influ-
ence on desired sound fields in the room. A method for estimating the outgoing field on a sphere
is presented, together with a wave-domain algorithm for controlling the outgoing field.
Simulations and hardware demonstrations show the proposed system can reduce tonal noise fields
in a room and over a wide frequency range.VC 2018 Acoustical Society of America.
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I. INTRODUCTION
An active noise control (ANC) system reduces the pri-
mary noise by superposing it with the secondary noise at the
error sensor.1 To deal with non-stationary primary noises,
ANC systems use adaptive filters to adjust the secondary
source driving signals. In time-varying environments, the
secondary path, i.e., the impulse response or the transfer
function between the secondary source and the error sensor,
needs to be identified online to compensate its influence on
the optimization of the adaptive filter coefficients.1
Using the least-mean-square (LMS) type algorithms to
adjust the secondary source driving signal and the auxiliary-
noise-aided method for online secondary path modeling, cur-
rent ANC systems can control noises in a duct effectively.1
However, it is difficult to control noise fields over spatial
regions using existing ANC systems.
Earlier work on spatial noise field control problems
extended the single-channel LMS-type algorithm into multi-
channel LMS-type algorithms.2,3 The ANC systems based
on the multi-channel LMS-type algorithms can reduce the
noise pressures around the error sensors. However, these sys-
tems have not exploited spatial noise field characteristics2,3
and provide little insight into spatial noise field control
problems.
Instead of controlling noise pressures at error sensors
directly, novel spatial noise field control strategies were
developed based on modeling noise fields and manipulating
the modeling coefficients of the noise field. Kempton first
used the Taylor series to expand the free-space Green
function, showing that a multipole source array can cancel
the far-field sound generated by a monopole source.4 Later
on, the room mode concept was introduce into ANC sys-
tems.5,6 The room modes are eigenfunctions of the acoustic
wave equation, and conform with the geometry of an empty
rectangular room. Simulations demonstrated that the room
mode based ANC systems can reduce the noise field glob-
ally in a room.5 Nonetheless, the implementation of room
mode based ANC systems is problematic because the per-
formance of these systems depends on the room damp-ratio
parameter, whose estimation is demanding in a time-
varying room environment. Recently, spherical harmonics,
eigenfunctions of the acoustic wave equation in spherical
coordinates, were used to expand the noise fields for local
and global noise field control systems.7,8 The spherical har-
monics are powerful tools for sound field analysis and
sound field reproduction,9,10 shedding light on spatial noise
field control problems.7,8,11,12
The main drawback of most existing ANC systems in
rooms is that these systems have not explicitly taken addi-
tional objects, such as people and desired sound sources, into
consideration. The additional objects cause two problems for
ANC systems in rooms. First, the movement of additional
objects makes the noise field in a room fast-changing. The
secondary paths need to be identified online for the ANC sys-
tems to work.2,3 Nonetheless, it is challenging to identify the
secondary paths in rooms accurately online.13 Consequently,
most existing ANC systems will have performance down-
grade in real rooms. Second, the additional objects produce
desired sound fields in a room apart from the primary noise
field. Existing ANC systems, which have neglected this fact,
may disturb the desired sound fields.6
In this work, we develop an ANC system that can cancel
tonal noise fields in a room without the need for online
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secondary path estimation. Here, the tonal noise means the
low frequency (e.g., [50, 500] Hz) periodic noises generated
by rotating machines, and the energy of the tonal noise con-
centrates at several harmonic frequencies.1 We formulate the
problem of tonal noise field control in a room as estimating
and canceling the outgoing field produced by the primary
source.14 We reduce the primary outgoing field by superpos-
ing it with the secondary outgoing field. As the secondary
outgoing field is independent of room reverberations, the
proposed system removes the need for real-time room rever-
beration characteristics identification, i.e., online secondary
path estimation. By controlling the outgoing field only, the
proposed system achieves global noise cancellation perfor-
mance and reduces its influence on the desired sound fields
in the room. This paper also presents a method to estimate
the outgoing field on a sphere and a wave-domain algorithm
for outgoing field cancellation. Simulations and hardware
demonstrations confirm the effectiveness of the proposed
system for controlling tonal noise fields in rooms over a
wide frequency range.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider a room with a primary source placed at the
point O and marked as , as shown in Fig. 1. A set of sec-
ondary sources and error sensors are marked as and ,
respectively. The radius of the sphere S2 is R. There are
desired sound sources (human) in the room apart from the
primary and secondary sources. A secondary path consists of
the secondary source ( ), the microphone (), the embedded
circuits, and the acoustic path. The acoustic path consists of
the outgoing path !, and the reverberant path . As
shown in Fig. 1, the reverberant path is susceptible to the
room environment changes, such as the movement of sound
scattering objects, thus is time-varying. Let the noise pres-
sure at a point (r, h, /) due to the primary source be P(k, r,
h, /), where k¼ 2pf/c is the wave number, f is the frequency,
c is the speed of sound, r is the radial distance, h is the
elevation, and / is the azimuth with respect to a spherical
coordinate system whose origin is at the point O.
The problem considered in this paper is to cancel the
primary noise field P(k, r, h, /) outside the sphere S2 and
inside the room, without online estimation of the secondary
paths, and with reduced influences on the desired sound
fields in the room.
The primary noise field P(k, R, h, /) on the sphere S2
surrounding the primary source can be expressed as a spheri-
cal harmonic expansion9,10
Pðk;R; h;/Þ ¼
X1
n¼0
Xn
m¼n
anmðk;RÞYnmðh;/Þ; (1)
where Ynm(h, /) is the spherical harmonic of order n and
degree m, and anm(k, R) are spherical harmonic coefficients
evaluated at the radius R. In this paper, we omit the time
dependence ei2pft for notational simplicity, where i is the unit
imaginary number and i2¼1. Using the spherical har-
monic analysis equation, the spherical harmonic coefficients
anm(k, R) are given by
9
anmðk;RÞ ¼
ð2p
0
ðp
0
Pðk;R; h;/ÞYnmðh;/Þ sin hdhd/;
(2)
where * denotes complex conjugation. Hereafter, we abbre-
viate (h, /) as a single symbol H to simplify the notation.
The primary noise field P(k, R, H) on the sphere S2 con-
sists of two parts: the primary outgoing field PO(k, R, H) and
the primary incoming field PI(k, R, H)9,14
Pðk;R;HÞ ¼
X1
n¼0
Xn
m¼n
inmðkÞhnðkRÞYnmðHÞ
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
POðk;R;HÞ
þ
X1
n¼0
Xn
m¼n
jnmðkÞjnðkRÞYnmðHÞ
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
PIðk;R;HÞ
; (3)
where hn() is the spherical Hankel function of the second
kind with order n, jn() is the spherical Bessel function of the
first kind with order n, inmðkÞ and jnm(k) denote the outgoing
and incoming field coefficients, respectively.
Note that the primary outgoing field PO(k, R, H) con-
sists of the sound generated directly by the primary source
and the sound scattered from the primary source surface and
its surroundings.15,16 The primary incoming field PI(k, R,
H), on the other hand, is due to room reverberations.17
In this paper, we formulate the problem of controlling
the primary noise field P(k, r, H) in the room as estimating
and canceling the primary outgoing field PO(k, R, H) on the
sphere S2. By canceling the primary outgoing field PO(k, R,
H), we effectively cancel the undesired noise in the entire
room. Further, given that the desired sound sources locate
outside of the sphere S2, the desired fields produced by them
do not contribute to the primary outgoing field PO(k, R, H)
on the sphere S2. Thus, by canceling the primary outgoing
FIG. 1. An example of the proposed ANC system in a room: the primary
source is placed at the point O and marked by , secondary sources marked
by , error sensors marked by , and S2 denotes a sphere. A secondary path
consists of the secondary source ( ), the microphone (), the embedded cir-
cuits, and the acoustic path. The acoustic path consists of the outgoing path
!, and the reverberant path . Desired sound sources (human) are
expected to be present in the room.
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field PO(k, R, H) only, the noise cancellation system can
reduce its influence on the desired sound fields.
III. ESTIMATION OF THE OUTGOING FIELD ON A
SPHERE
In this section, we introduce a method to estimate the
outgoing field on a sphere. The effectiveness of this method
has been confirmed by simulations and experiments,17 and
we present detailed derivations of this method here for
completeness.
A. Pressure and radial particle velocity expansions
Let the primary noise field on the sphere S2 be sampled
by an array of error sensors placed at fR;HqgQeq¼1, as shown
in Fig. 1. Using Eq. (3), the primary noise pressures at sam-
pling points q¼ 1,…, Qe can be expressed as9
Pðk;R;HqÞ 
XNR
n¼0
Xn
m¼n
anmðk;RÞYnmðHqÞ
¼
XNR
n¼0
Xn
m¼n
inmðkÞhnðkRÞ½
þjnmðkÞjnðkRÞYnmðHqÞ; (4)
where both the outgoing and incoming field spherical har-
monic expansions are truncated to order NR ¼ dk expð1ÞR=
2e.18–21 The truncation order NR is determined by the radius
of the sphere S2 and the wavenumber k, and by the bounds
on the spherical Bessel function jn(kR) which also decides
the upper limit of inm in Eq. (4). [Because first, both the
incoming field coefficients jnm(k) and the spherical harmon-
ics Ynm() are bounded functions; second, the spherical
Hankel function hn(kR) has a weaker impact than the same
order of the spherical Bessel function jn(kR).
22]
The radial particle velocities at the sampling points can
be expressed as9
V k;R;Hqð Þ ¼
X1
n¼0
Xn
m¼n
bnm k;Rð ÞYnm Hqð Þ
¼ i
qck
@P k; r;Hqð Þ
@r
jr¼R
 i
qc
XNR
n¼0
Xn
m¼n
inm kð Þh0n kRð Þ

þ jnm kð Þj0n kRð ÞYnm Hqð Þ; (5)
where bnm(k, R) are the spherical harmonic coefficients of
the radial particle velocities V(k, R, Hq) on the sphere
S2; h0nðzÞ ¼ @hnðzÞ=@z and j0nðzÞ ¼ @jnðzÞ=@z are derivatives
of the spherical Hankel function hn(z) and the spherical
Bessel function jn(z) with respect to the argument z, respec-
tively, and q is the density of air.
Theoretically, the spherical harmonic coefficients anm(k,
R) and bnm(k, R) can be computed using the analytical Eq.
(2) if the pressure and radial particle velocity are known
over the continuous sphere S2.23 However, in practice, only
finite samples of the pressure and radial particle velocity are
available. Hence, we obtain the spherical harmonic coeffi-
cients anm(k, R) and bnm(k, R) through
anmðk;RÞ 
XQe
q¼1
sqPðk;R;HqÞYnmðHqÞ; (6a)
bnmðk;RÞ 
XQe
q¼1
sqVðk;R;HqÞYnmðHqÞ; (6b)
where n 2 [0, NR], m 2 [n, n], and fsqgQeq¼1 are the sam-
pling weights.23 To accurately estimate the spherical har-
monic coefficients up to order NR, the number of sampling
points need to satisfy Qe (NRþ 1)2.23
B. Estimating the outgoing and incoming field
coefficients
In this section, we estimate the outgoing and incoming
field coefficients based on the spherical harmonic coefficients
of the pressure and radial particle velocity on the sphere S2.
From the right-hand sides of Eqs. (4) and (5), the outgo-
ing field coefficients inmðkÞ and the incoming field coeffi-
cients jnm(k) relate with the spherical harmonic coefficients
anm(k, R) and bnm(k, R) through
anmðk;RÞ ¼ inmðkÞhnðkRÞ þ jnmðkÞjnðkRÞ; (7a)
iqcbnmðk;RÞ ¼ inmðkÞh0nðkRÞ þ jnmðkÞj0nðkRÞ: (7b)
Using Eq. (7), we obtain the outgoing field coefficients
inmðkÞ as
inm kð Þ ¼ anm k;Rð Þj
0
n kRð Þ þ iqcbnm kRð Þjn kRð Þ
hn kRð Þj0n kRð Þ  h0n kRð Þjn kRð Þ
: (8)
Substitution of the Wronskian relation9
hn kRð Þj0n kRð Þ  h0n kRð Þjn kRð Þ ¼
i
k2R2
; (9)
in Eq. (8), produces
inmðkÞ ¼ D ianmðk;RÞj0nðkRÞ þ qcbnmðk;RÞjnðkRÞ
 
;
(10)
where D¼ k2R2. Similarly, using Eqs. (6), (7), and (9), we
obtain the incoming field coefficients jnm(k) as
jnmðkÞ ¼ D ianmðk;RÞh0nðkRÞ  qcbnmðk;RÞhnðkRÞ
 
:
(11)
Substituting Eqs. (10) and (11) into corresponding parts
of Eq. (3) yields estimations of the primary outgoing field
and the primary incoming field, respectively.
We have the following comments on Eq. (10):
(1) The outgoing field is uniquely determined by the outgo-
ing field coefficients inmðkÞ and can be controlled by
manipulating the coefficients inmðkÞ.
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(2) The outgoing field coefficients inmðkÞ are radial indepen-
dent. The outgoing field on one sphere of radius R1 can
be projected to another sphere of radius R2, where
R2>R1.
9 By reducing the outgoing field on a small
sphere surrounding the primary source, we essentially
reduce the outgoing field on all outer spheres with larger
radii. This fact enables the proposed ANC system to can-
cel noises globally in a room.
IV. SPATIAL NOISE FIELD CANCELLATION
In this section, we develop a wave-domain mode match-
ing method to compute the secondary source driving signals
needed for outgoing field cancellation, and preset the imple-
mentation of the noise cancellation process in Sec. IVA.
The idea is to use the secondary outgoing field to destruc-
tively interfere with the primary outgoing field. We place Qs
point sources between the primary source and the sphere S2
as the secondary sources as shown in Fig. 1. The secondary
outgoing field SO(k, R,H) on the sphere S2 is represented as
SOðk;R;HÞ 
XNR
n¼0
Xn
m¼n
vnmðkÞhnðkRÞYnmðHÞ; (12)
where we also truncate the secondary outgoing field SO(k, R,
H) to order NR, and the expressions of the secondary outgo-
ing field coefficients vnm(k) are
9
vnmðkÞ ¼ ik
XQs
q¼1
wqðkÞjnðkrqÞYnmðHqÞ; (13)
n 2 [0, NR], m 2 [n, n], (rq,Hq), and wq(k) are the spherical
coordinates and the driving signal of the qth secondary
source, respectively.
The matrix form of Eq. (13) is
vðkÞ ¼ GðkÞwðkÞ; (14)
where vðkÞ ¼ ½v00ðkÞ; v11ðkÞ;…; vNRNRðkÞT (T, is the trans-
pose operator) is a (NRþ 1)2	 1 vector, wðkÞ ¼ ½w1ðkÞ;
w2ðkÞ; ::;wQsðkÞT is a Qs	 1 vector of the secondary source
driving signals, and GðkÞ is a (NRþ 1)2	Qs matrix
GðkÞ ¼
g00ð1Þ g00ð2Þ … g00ðQsÞ
g11ð1Þ g11ð2Þ … g11ðQsÞ
..
. ..
. . .
. ..
.
gNRNRð1Þ gNRNRð2Þ … gNRNRðQsÞ
2
666664
3
777775;
(15)
with entries gnmðqÞ ¼ ikjnðkrqÞYnmðHqÞ.
The cancellation of the outgoing field requires
SOðk;R;HÞ þ POðk;R;HÞ ¼ 0; (16)
where SO(k, R, H) and PO(k, R, H) are given by Eqs. (12)
and (3), respectively. Using the spherical harmonics expan-
sion of each term, Eq. (16) can be expressed as
vnmðkÞ þ inmðkÞ ¼ 0; n 2 0;NR½ ;m 2 n; n½ : (17)
Based on Eq. (14), Eq. (17) can be expressed as a matrix
equation
GðkÞwðkÞ ¼ wðkÞ; (18)
where
wðkÞ ¼  i00ðkÞ; i11ðkÞ;…; iNRNRðkÞ
 T
;
is a (NRþ 1)2	 1 vector.
We solve Eq. (18) as a least square problem to obtain
the secondary source driving signals needed for outgoing
field cancellation
wðkÞ ¼ GþðkÞwðkÞ; (19)
where GþðkÞ is the pseudo-inverse of matrix GðkÞ.
The matrix G(k) characterizes the combined transfer
function of the secondary source, the error microphone, the
embedded circuits, and the outgoing path, excluding the
transfer function of the time-varying reverberant path. The
matrix G(k) is relatively stationary and can be estimated off-
line. Therefore, the proposed ANC system does not need to
estimate the secondary path transfer function online, or in
real time.
Note that using the sound field separation method both
the pressure, the radial particle velocity, and the sound inten-
sity associated with the outgoing field can be estimated.
More advanced control strategies, such as the active sound
intensity control,24,25 can be applied to further improve the
performance of the proposed ANC system. This will be one
of our future works.
A. Implementation of the proposed ANC system
In this section, we provide details that facilitate the
implementation of the proposed ANC system.
We provide the signal flow diagram of the proposed ANC
system in Fig. 2. In the system, we first transform the pressure
fPðt;R;HqÞgQeq¼1 and radial particle velocity fVðt;R;HqÞgQeq¼1
measurements of the error sensors into time-frequency domain
through a Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT).26 Then we
decompose the time-frequency domain pressure and radial par-
ticle velocity into corresponding spherical harmonic coeffi-
cients fanmðt; k;RÞ; bnmðt; k;RÞgNRNRnm¼00 through Eq. (6). Next
we obtain the outgoing field coefficients finmðt; kÞgNRNRnm¼00
through Eq. (10), and calculate the time-frequency domain sec-
ondary source driving signals fwqðt; kÞgQsq¼1 using Eq. (19).
Last we transform fwqðt; kÞgQsq¼1 into time-domain secondary
source driving signal fwqðtÞgQsq¼1 through an inverse STFT.
In practical implementations of the proposed ANC
system, the primary source is most likely to be attached to a
surface. We arrange the error sensors on an upper semi-sphere
surrounding the primary source as in examples shown in Secs.
V and VI. At low frequency range, the reflection from typical
surfaces, such as painted concrete or glass, are high.27 The
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measured sound field can be regarded as symmetric with
respect to the floor, and can be duplicated to the lower semi-
sphere to use the full spherical harmonic expansion.17
V. SIMULATIONS
Simulations in this section illustrate the effectiveness of
the sound field separation method and the proposed ANC
system in a room.
A. Simulation settings
The simulation environment is a rectangular room of
size 4m	 5m	 3m as shown in Fig. 3. There is a primary
source () on the floor, three secondary sources ( ) around
the primary source, a number of error sensors () on the
upper semi-sphere S2 of radius R¼ 0.5m, and a desired
sound source (
). We duplicate the sound field measured on
the upper semi-sphere to the lower semi-sphere.17 We set up
a Cartesian coordinate system and a spherical coordinate
system based on the primary source center O. One corner of
the room locates at X¼ (1.5, 2, 0) m with respect to the
point O. The sampling frequency is fs¼ 48 000Hz, the speed
of sound is c¼ 343m/s, and air density is q¼ 1.225 m3/kg.
The room transfer functions (including the radial particle
velocity responses) are simulated using the image source
method.28 The reflection coefficients of the floor, the ceiling,
and walls are all c¼ 0.995, and in total 5832 image sources
are considered. We add background noise to the error sensor
measurements, and the signal power to background noise
power ratio is 40 dB. The simulation results are from the
average of 100 independent runs. We use the settings in this
paragraph for all simulations unless otherwise stated.
B. Sound field separation
In this simulation, we let the primary source produce a
unit-amplitude tonal wave of 200Hz. The real parts of the
outgoing field <fPOðk;R;HÞg, the reverberation field
<fPðk;R;HÞg, the estimated outgoing field <fP^Oðk;R;HÞg,
and the field estimation error <fPerrðk;R;HÞg ¼ <fPOðk;
R;HÞ  P^Oðk;R;HÞg on the upper semi-sphere S2 are pre-
sented in Figs. 4(a), 4(b), 4(c), and 4(d), respectively. Here,
<ðÞ is the real value operator. The imaginary parts of these
four fields show similar trends, thus are not shown for brevity.
We obtain the outgoing field PO(k, R, H) and the reverbera-
tion field P(k, R, H) by multiplying the primary source
strength with the half-space Green function and the room
transfer function, respectively.17 We place four error sensors
on the upper semi-sphere S2 according to the first order Gauss
sampling scheme,23 and obtain the estimated outgoing field
P^
Oðk;R;HÞ by the sound field separation method. The trunca-
tion order of sound field on the upper semi-sphere is NR¼ 1.
In Fig. 4, the outgoing field PO(k, R, H) is equal over the
semi-sphere S2 as the primary source locates at the center.
The reverberation field P(k, R, H) distributes unequally on the
semi-sphere S2 due to wall reflections. The estimated outgo-
ing field P^
Oðk;R;HÞ approximates the outgoing field PO(k, R,
H), and the field estimation error Perr(k, R, H) is small over
the semi-sphere S2.
In the second simulation, we examine the field estima-
tion error as a function of frequency. Define the normalized
estimation error as
r kð Þ ¼ 10 log10
XL
v¼1
kPO k;R;Hvð Þ  P^O k;R;Hvð Þk2
XP
v¼1
kPO k;R;Hvð Þk2
;
(20)
where k  k is the 2-norm, the sound fields are sampled at
L¼ 100	 400 equal-angle points on the upper semi-sphere,
and (R, Hv) are the spherical coordinates of the vth sampling
point.23 Denote r1(k), r2(k), and r3(k) as the normalized esti-
mation errors when the sound field separation method is real-
ized by the first, second, and third order Gauss sampling
scheme, i.e., 4, 9, and 16 error sensors on the upper semi-
sphere S2, respectively. In computations of the normalized
FIG. 2. Signal flow diagram of the proposed ANC system.
FIG. 3. The simulation environment: The primary source is placed at a point
O and marked by , secondary sources marked by , error sensors marked
by , S2 denotes a semi-sphere enclosing the system, and 
 denotes a desired
sound source.
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errors r1(k), r2(k), and r3(k), we choose the truncation
orders for the sound field on the upper semi-sphere S2 as
NR¼ 1, 2, 3, respectively. We depict r1(k), r2(k), and r3(k)
as functions of frequency f in Fig. 5. As shown in Fig. 5,
using the first, second, and third order Gauss sampling
scheme, we are able to accurately [rq(k)<20 dB, q¼ 1, 2,
3] estimate the outgoing field on the semi-sphere S2 up to
200, 300, and 400Hz, respectively. This simulation result
shows that, by realizing the sound field separation method
with an appropriate Gauss sampling scheme, the estimated
outgoing field agrees well with the outgoing field over a
wide frequency range.
Next we examine the normalized estimation error as a
function of the reflection coefficient. We keep the reflection
coefficient of the floor constant as c¼ 0.995, and change the
reflection coefficients c of the ceiling and walls from 0.5 to
0.995 to simulate the variation from a weak reverberant
room to a strong reverberant room. We place nine error sen-
sors on the semi-sphere S2 according to the second order
Gauss sampling scheme, and choose the truncation order of
sound field on the upper semi-sphere as NR¼ 2. In Fig. 6, the
normalized estimation errors at frequencies 200, 300, and
400Hz are labeled as r200, r300, and r400, respectively. As
shown in Fig. 6, the normalized estimation error increases
along with the reflection coefficients.
C. Comparisons with a classical ANC system
In this section, we compare the performance of the pro-
posed ANC system with a classical multi-channel ANC
system.29
In the first simulation, we let the primary source produce
a unit-amplitude tonal wave of 230Hz. Three secondary
sources are located at (0.22, 0.0, 0.1) m, (0.11, 0.19, 0.1)
m, and (0.12, 0.2, 0.1) m, respectively. In the proposed
system, we design the secondary source driving signals to
cancel the outgoing field on the upper semi-sphere S2 based
on Eq. (19). We obtain the outgoing field coefficients by the
sound field separation method, which is realized by four
error sensors placed on the upper semi-sphere S2 according
to the first order Gauss sampling scheme.30 The sound field
truncation order is NR¼ 1. In the classical system, we calcu-
late the secondary source driving signals using Eq. (12.2.4)
from Nelson and Elliott.29 Rather than canceling the outgo-
ing field as in the proposed system, the classical system tries
to control the noise pressures at (1.4, 1.9, 0.1) m, (2.4,
FIG. 4. (Color online) Sound field separation on the semi-sphere S2: The real parts of (a) the outgoing field <fPOðk;R;HÞg, (b) the reverberation field
<fPðk;R;HÞg, (c) the estimated outgoing field <fP^Oðk;R;HÞg, and (d) the field estimation error <fPerrðk;R;HÞg.
FIG. 5. (Color online) Sound field separation error as a function of fre-
quency: The normalized estimation errors [Eq. (20)] using the first, second,
and third order Gauss sampling scheme for sound field separation are
labeled as r1(k), r2(k), and r3(k), respectively.
FIG. 6. (Color online) Sound field separation error as a function of the
reflection coefficient: The normalized estimation errors at frequencies 200,
300, and 400Hz are labeled as r200, r300, and r400, respectively.
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1.9, 0.1) m, (2.4, 2.9, 0.1) m, (1.4, 2.9, 0.1) m, (1.4,
1.9, 2.9) m, (2.4, 1.9, 2.9) m, (2.4, 2.9, 2.9) m, and
(1.4, 2.9, 2.9) m (the eight corners of the room).
We present the results of the first simulation in Fig. 7.
Figure 7(a) depicts the primary field energy kPðk; xÞk2.
Figure 7(b) depicts the residual field energy kEðk; xÞk2
¼ kPðk; xÞ þ Sðk; xÞk2 in the proposed system, where Sðk; xÞ
is the secondary field generated by the secondary sources.
Here x ¼ ðx; y; zÞ are Cartesian coordinates of 120 000 sam-
pling points, which are arranged uniformly on the x–z plane.
The residual field energy in the classical system is depicted
in Fig. 7(c). In Fig. 7, the semi-circle denotes the semi-
sphere S2. As shown in Fig. 7, in both the proposed and clas-
sical system, the residual field energy kEðk; xÞk2 is about
20 dB less than the primary field energy kPðk; xÞk2 on the
x–z plane and outside of the semi-sphere.
In the second simulation, we add a desired unit-amplitude
point source (marked as 
 in Figs. 3 and 8) into the room at
(1.5, 0.0, 1.8) m. The desired point source also generates a
tonal wave of 230Hz. Other simulating settings are the same
as in the first simulation. The desired field energy kDðk; xÞk2
and the total field energy kTðk; xÞk2 ¼ kPðk; xÞ þ Dðk; xÞk2
on the x–z plane are depicted in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b), respec-
tively. The residual field energy kEðk; xÞk2 ¼ kPðk; xÞ
þDðk; xÞ þ Sðk; xÞk2 in the proposed and classical system is
given by Figs. 8(c) and 8(d), respectively. In Fig. 8, the semi-
circle also denotes the semi-sphere S2.
A comparison of Figs. 8(a), 8(b), and 8(c) reveals that
the proposed system reduces the total field energy
kTðk; xÞk2, whilst the residual field energy approximates the
desired field energy, i.e., kEðk; xÞk2  kDðk; xÞk2, on the x–z
m plane and outside of the semi-sphere. A comparison of
Figs. 8(a), 8(b), and 8(d) reveals that the classical system
reduces the total field energy kTðk; xÞk2, but the residual
field energy differs from the desired field energy, i.e.,
kEðk; xÞk2kDðk; xÞk2, over the x–z plane.
The simulation results demonstrate the advantage of the
proposed system compared with the classical system. By
arranging the noise control system inside a small semi-
sphere and controlling the outgoing field only, the proposed
system can reduce its influence on the desired sound fields in
the room. The classical system, on the other hand, may can-
cel the desired sound fields together with the primary noise
field.
D. Noise cancellation over a wide frequency range
In this section, we conduct noise cancellation over a
wide frequency range using the proposed system, without
considering desired sound sources. We let the primary
source produce a unit-amplitude tonal wave at a single fre-
quency f (f 2 [50, 500] Hz), and use three secondary sources
to control the primary noise field in two cases:
(1) The three secondary sources are located at (0.22, 0.0,
0.1) m, (0.11, 0.19, 0.1) m, and (0.12, 0.2, 0.1) m,
respectively. The distances from the secondary sources
to the origin are 0.24, 0.25, and 0.26m, respectively.
(2) The three secondary sources are located at (0.173, 0.0,
0.1) m, (0.075, 0.13, 0.1) m, and (0.081, 0.14, 0.1)
m, respectively. The distances from the secondary sour-
ces to the origin are 0.2, 0.18, and 0.19m, respectively.
Other simulation settings are the same as in the first sim-
ulation of Sec. VC.
The performances of the proposed ANC system is char-
acterized by noise field energy reduction in the room,
n kð Þ ¼ 10 log10
XL
v¼1
kP k; xvð Þk2
XL
v¼1
kE k; xvð Þk2
; (21)
FIG. 7. (Color online) Comparison
between the proposed and classical sys-
tem without any desired sound sources:
(a) the primary field energy kPðk; xÞk2,
the residual field energy kEðk; xÞk2 in
the (b) proposed and (c) classical system.
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where Pðk; xvÞ is the primary noise pressure, Eðk; xvÞ is the
residual noise pressure, L¼ 60 000 is the number of sam-
pling points, and x ¼ ðxv; yv; zvÞ denotes the vth sampling
point position. Here, xv¼1.4, 1.3,…, 2.5m, yv¼1.9,
1.8,…, 3.0m, and zv¼ 0.1, 0.2,…, 3.0m. The sampling
points inside of the semi-sphere S2 are excluded in summa-
tions of Eq. (21). The simulation results of the first and sec-
ond cases are presented in Fig. 9 as n1(k) and n2(k),
respectively.
As shown in Fig. 9, in the first case, the proposed system
reduces the noise field energy in the room by more than 10dB
over the frequency range [50, 400] Hz. In the second case, where
the secondary sources are placed closer to the primary source,
the proposed system reduces the noise field energy in the room
by more than 10dB over the frequency range [50, 500] Hz.
VI. HARDWARE DEMONSTRATION
We implement the proposed ANC system in our labora-
tory to validate its effectiveness for reducing real noises.
The demonstration environment is a room of size about
(3.6, 6.7, 2.8) m as shown in Fig. 10. There is a thin layer of
carpet on the concrete floor, and many objects in the room.
The room reverberation time is T60  1.5 s. We have four
loudspeakers on the plywood. The loudspeaker at the center
is the primary source, and the other three loudspeakers are
secondary sources. All loudspeakers are approximately cir-
cular cylinders, with each having a height of 0.11m and a
radius of 0.055m. The loudspeaker drivers are Dayton
Audio ND90-8 from Dayton Audio (USA). We set up a
spherical coordinate system with the origin at the center of
the bottom of the primary source. The distances from the
secondary sources to the origin are about 0.2m, and the dis-
tances between secondary sources are the same. We have
four pairs of microphones labeled as 1, 2; 3, 4; 5, 6; 7, 8 as
shown in Fig. 10. The inner four microphones (labeled as 1,
3, 5, and 7) are placed on a semi-sphere of radius
R1¼ 0.45m according to the first order Gauss sampling
scheme. The distance between these inner four microphones
to the ground is about 0.2m. The outer four microphones
(labeled as 2, 4, 6, and 8) are placed on a semi-sphere of
radius R2¼ 0.55m according the first order Gauss sampling
scheme. The distance between these outer four microphones
to the ground is about 0.25m. These four microphone pairs
are the error sensors, providing pressure and velocity infor-
mation on a semi-sphere of radius R¼ 0.5m.17 We have
eight more microphones labeled as 9, 10,…, 16 in the room
as shown in Fig. 10. These eight microphones monitor the
noise pressure levels in the room but are not part of the ANC
system. All 16 microphones are Dayton Audio EMM-6 pre-
cision electric condenser microphones from Dayton Audio
(USA), and have been calibrated up to 1000Hz. The anal-
ogy-to-digital converter is Behringer Ultragain ADA 8200
from Behringer (Germany), and the digital-to-analogy con-
verter is Rednet 2 from Focusrite Audio Engineering Ltd.
(England). The precision of both ADA8200 and Rednet 2 is
24 bit. We used a desktop computer to process the signals.
The sampling frequency is fs¼ 48 000Hz and the speed of
FIG. 8. (Color online) Comparison
between the proposed and the classical
system with a desired sound source:
(a) the desired field energy kDðk; xÞk2,
(b) the total field energy kTðk; xÞk2,
the residual field energy kEðk; xÞk2 in
the (c) proposed and (d) classical
system.
FIG. 9. Noise cancellation over a wide frequency range: Noise field energy
reduction achieved by the proposed ANC system over the frequency range
[50, 500] Hz in the first case n1(k) and in the second case n2(k).
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sound is c  343m/s. The overall electrical delay of the
ANC system is 5.3ms.
We conduct two hardware demonstrations. In the first
demonstration, we use the secondary sources to control the
noise produced by the primary source at a single frequency f,
where f¼ 100, 110,…, 500Hz.31 Prior to the operation of
the ANC system, we let each secondary source produces a
noise of the form cosð2pftÞ over a period of T¼ 8 s.
Recordings from the four error sensors (the microphone pairs
labeled 1, 2; 3, 4; 5, 6; 7, 8) are transformed into the
frequency-domain. Denote the frequency-domain noise pres-
sures at a microphones pair be P2q1ðk;R1;HqÞ and
P2qðk;R2;HqÞ, where q 2 [1, 4]. We obtain the pressure and
radial particle velocity at (R, Hq) through
Pqðk;R;HqÞ  0:5 P2qðk;R2;HqÞ þ P2q1ðk;R1;HqÞ
 
;
(22)
Vq k;R;Hqð Þ  iqck
P2q k;R2;Hqð Þ  P2q1 k;R1;Hqð Þ
dd
;
(23)
where dd¼R2  R1¼ 0.1m. To use full spherical harmonics
expansion, we mirror the pressure and radial particle velocity
on the upper semi-sphere to the lower semi-sphere.17 We use
the sound field separation method to obtain the outgoing
field coefficients of the secondary sources, and these coeffi-
cients constitute the matrix GðkÞ in Eq. (15). We then let the
primary source produce a unit-amplitude tonal noise and
cancel the primary noise field in the room following the sig-
nal flow diagram as shown in Fig. 2.
In Fig. 11, we depict the noise energy reduction at the
16 microphones as n(k), and
n kð Þ ¼ 10 log10
X16
v¼1
kPv kð Þk2
X16
v¼1
kEv kð Þk2
; (24)
where Pv(k) and Ev(k) are the primary and residual noise
pressures at the vth microphone, respectively. As shown in
Fig. 11, we reduce the noise energy at the 16 microphones
by more than 13 dB over the frequency range [100, 450] Hz.
Measurements using a sound level meter reveal that the
noise pressure levels are reduced by about 10 dB over the
frequency range [100, 450] Hz in the room.
The arrangement of the sources and error sensors in the
first hardware demonstration is similar to case (2) in Sec.
VD in the simulation. A comparison of Fig. 11 with n2(k) in
Fig. 9 reveals that the energy reduction level in the hardware
demonstration is about 5–8 dB less than in the simulation.
This is because, as shown in Fig. 10, our lab is much more
complicated than the simulation environment. Overall, the
simulation and experimental results are consistent and dem-
onstrate that the proposed ANC system can reduce outgoing
noise fields over a wide frequency range.
In the second demonstration, the basic settings are the
same as in the first demonstration, except that the primary
noise consists of three unit-amplitude tonal waves of 150,
200, and 310Hz. Denote the time domain primary noise
pressure at the qth microphone as pq(t), and the residual
noise pressure at the microphone as eq(t)¼ pq(t)þ sq(t),
where sq(t) is the secondary noise pressure at that micro-
phone. We record the primary noise pressures fpqðtÞg16q¼1
FIG. 10. (Color online) The hardware demonstration environment. (a) An
overview of the sources and microphones in the room: The loudspeaker at
the center is the primary source, the other three loudspeakers are secondary
sources, the microphones pairs labeled 1, 2; 3, 4; 5, 6; 7, 8 are the error sen-
sors, and the microphones labeled 9, 10, 11,…, 16 monitor the noise pres-
sure levels in the room. (b) A top view of the primary source (), the
secondary sources ( ), and the errors sensors .
FIG. 11. Noise cancellation over a wide frequency range: Noise energy
reduction n(k) at the 16 microphones over the frequency range [100, 500]
Hz using the demonstration hardware.
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and the residual noise pressures feqðtÞg16q¼1 over 20 s, respec-
tively. Let the noise energy reduction at the microphones be
defined as
nq ¼ 10 log10
XT¼t1þ20
t¼t1
pq tð Þ2
XT¼t2þ20
t¼t2
eq tð Þ2
; q 2 1; 16½ ; (25)
where t1 and t2 are the time instants we start recording the
primary noise pressures and the residual noise pressures,
respectively. We present the noise energy reduction at the
microphones in Table I. As shown in Table I, the proposed
system reduces noise energy at the four microphone pairs
(labeled as 1, 2; 3, 4; 5, 6; 7, 8 in Fig. 10) by more than
12.5 dB, and at the eight monitoring microphones (labeled as
9, 10,…, 16 in Fig. 10) by more than 8 dB. We have recorded
the second demonstration in Mm. 1.
Mm. 1. Recording of the second demonstration: We first let
the primary source produce a tonal noise field in the
room, then use the secondary outgoing field to
destructively interfere with the primary outgoing field.
The overall noise pressure level in the room is reduced
by about 10 dB. This is a file of type “mp4” (9.9Mb).
In all the simulations and hardware demonstrations, the
proposed system reduces the noise fields globally in the
entire room exterior to the semi-sphere S2 (the error micro-
phones) without online estimation of the secondary paths.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed an ANC system that can cancel
tonal noise fields in rooms without the need for online sec-
ondary path estimation. The idea of the proposed ANC sys-
tem is to cancel the outgoing field produced by the primary
source on a small sphere surrounding the primary source,
instead of controlling the noise pressure at multiple points3
or the room modes.5,6 By canceling the outgoing field only,
the system’s influence on the desired sound fields in the
room is reduced.
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